Abstract

Since performance is not portable between platforms, engineers must fine-tune heuristics for each processor in turn. This is such a laborious task that high-profile compilers, supporting many architectures, cannot keep up with hardware innovation and are actually out-of-date. Iterative compilation driven by machine learning has been shown to be efficient at generating portable optimization models automatically. However, good quality models require costly, repetitive, and extensive training which greatly hinders the wide adoption of this powerful technique.

In this work, we show that much of this cost is spent collecting training data, runtime measurements for different optimization decisions, which contribute little to the final heuristic. Current implementations evaluate randomly chosen, often redundant, training examples a pre-configured, almost always excessive, number of times—a large source of wasted effort. Our approach optimizes not only the selection of training examples but also the number of samples per example, independently. To evaluate, we construct 11 high-quality models which use a combination of optimization settings to predict the runtime of benchmarks from the SPAPT suite. Our novel, broadly applicable, methodology is able to reduce the training overhead by up to 26x compared to an approach with a fixed number of sample runs, transforming what is potentially months of work into days.
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1. Introduction

With Dennard scaling long dead and technology scaling stopping within the next five years [1], performance improvements rely increasingly on software improvements, especially compiler and runtime optimizations. Accurate heuristics for deciding the best way to optimize a program are hard to construct. The space of possible decisions is vast, while their effect on performance is complex and depends on both the application and the targeted hardware. Manually developing such heuristics takes months or years, even for a single target, meaning that tuning the compiler and runtime heuristics for each new released processor is unrealistic. Even high-quality production compilers are out-of-date [31] and cannot extract the full performance potential of the hardware. The industry-wide trend towards heterogeneity only serves to make the optimization decision space even more complex, making effective heuristics near impossible to construct [44].

To overcome this problem, iterative compilation [30] was proposed as a means by which heuristics can be automatically produced, without the need for expert involvement. Different optimization strategies are applied and the effect on speed, size, or energy is measured. Augmented with machine learning [2], these data are used to train a predictor which selects the best optimizations for a particular code and platform. This approach not only produces heuristics much faster, but it also outperforms heuristics crafted by human experts [31, 57].

The same methodology can be applied to radically different problem domains: compilation [33, 55, 56], parallelism mapping [22], runtime tuning [15], and hardware-software co-design [60].

The time required to create these heuristics, while automated, is still substantial. Researchers have improved upon this work by removing its reliance on random search and used active learning instead [4, 5, 39, 60]. Random search is problematic because it selects optimization decisions and profiles the application multiple times under those optimizations before it even knows whether this will actually improve our knowledge of the decision space. In contrast, active learning is a methodology which predicts the parts of the decision
space where as much information as possible can be gained and directs the search towards them.

These works represent a substantial leap forward towards making iterative compilation quick and easy. However, sizeable inefficiencies still exist. Previous work on iterative compilation used a fixed sampling plan: each unique training instance is repeatedly profiled a set number of times, chosen a priori. Repeated measurements are necessary because runtime measurements are inherently noisy.

There are many sources of noise encountered for runtime measurements. The most egregious of which is caused by other user or system processes. Such processes compete for resources with our application, especially cores, caches [41], and memory [59], and they do so in non-deterministic ways. In recent systems, the power and thermal walls lead to more complex interference patterns. Intel’s Turbo Boost, for example, might lower the frequency and the power consumption of a process running on a core, when other cores wake up [9].

Even ignoring interference from other applications, there are still more sources of noise. Memory management mechanisms, such as dynamic memory allocators [26] and garbage collectors [48], can introduce additional unpredictable overheads. On top of this, address space layout randomization and the physical page allocation mechanism change the logical and physical memory layout of the application every time it is executed, potentially affecting the number of conflict misses in the CPU caches and branch mispredictions [17, 38]. Multi-threaded applications can even force non-deterministic behavior on themselves, if the scheduler is not set to be perfectly repeatable, or if small timing changes alter the communication patterns [45]. Any I/O can have non-repeatable timings, and even changes to the environment variables between runs can shift memory and alter runtimes [38].

Past research has investigated ways to reduce experimental noise. Typical approaches include overriding the default scheduling policy [43, 45], using more deterministic memory management mechanisms [26, 43, 45], avoiding I/O, or just minimizing the number of active processes, including services and daemons. Doing so is not always enough or desirable because of the following reasons. First, while they do reduce noise, they do not eliminate it. Multiple profiling runs are still needed to determine whether noise affects the measurement significantly. Even then the amount of variation might be too high for optimization heuristics dependent on accurate measurements [32]. Secondly, modifications to reduce noise may do so at the expense of altering the runtime behaviour that is meant to be measured or of risking the wrong heuristic being learned. Heuristics targeting very specific, low-noise runtime environments may not match well when used in practice. For example, [16] showed that the runtime variation caused by memory layout changes, such as address space randomization, can dwarf the differences between optimizations. If address space randomization is disabled during training or only a single run is taken, then an optimization could be selected which is not optimal on average in deployment. Instead, multiple runs must be used to smooth out the effects of random layout changes. Finally, even when a low-noise environment would not actually alter the heuristic, we have found it difficult to convince companies that tuning heuristics to an environment different than their production one is acceptable. In short, what is needed are techniques which perform well in realistic, noisy environments.

Our work aims exactly at handling noise without having to reduce it and without wasting time on large numbers of repeated performance measurements. Our insight was that each additional observation, that is, each additional performance measurement for the same optimization strategy, provides diminishing amounts of information. Indeed, that extra information quickly reaches zero if there is little experimental noise or if the observation fits well with what we already know about the decision space. In other words, extra profiling runs for a decision are useful only if they are likely to contradict what we predict about that decision. Our experiments confirm that iterative compilation can be slowed down by using a fixed sampling plan, spending most of its time getting observations which provide no additional information.

In this paper, we introduce a novel active learning technique for iterative compilation which combines sequential analysis, an approach where the number of samples are not fixed. By profiling the application under the same optimization decision only as long as this improves our knowledge of the decision space, we produce models quickly without sacrificing the heuristic’s quality. Specifically, our technique begins by taking a single sample runtime for optimizations that are deemed to be most profitable to learn from, as defined by an active learner. As knowledge is built up, the algorithm is able to revisit these examples instead of getting new ones. This happens if it determines that they are of continued interest, that is if it appears that measurement noise has affected the data we previously collected on that configuration.

To evaluate our approach we create predictors for 11 programs from the SPAPR suite [3]. These models can predict, with low error, the runtime of a particular code given a number of optimization options that we may want to apply, and in this way can find an optimal combination. Our results show that we can create a high-quality heuristic on average 4x, and up to 26x, faster than a baseline approach which uses 35 samples per run.

2. Motivation

As previously stated, the research in this paper is based on the realization that current procedures for creating machine learning based heuristics do not consider sample size a parameter for optimization, but rather assume it to be a constant value fixed a priori. Moreover, little or no justification is ever provided for one chosen sample size over another. With
active, iterative learning this need not be the case and we can leverage the knowledge built up by the algorithm over time to adaptively select a more appropriate sample size per example, significantly speeding-up training overall.

To motivate our work, we examined the way iterative compilation works on the problem of tuning the unroll factor for two loops, $i_1$ and $i_2$, of the matrix multiplication kernel in the SPAPT suite on the system we describe in Section 4. Using the -O2 optimization level as a baseline, we compiled the kernel multiple times, each one with a different combination of unroll factors for the two loops. Each binary was then executed 35 times and its runtime measurements recorded.

In Figure 1a, we present the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) we would have incurred had we only taken a single observation. This gives us an estimated baseline for the worst error we could pay in this space, as high as 4ms (5% of the mean) for some binaries but practically zero for many. For the latter getting even a second sample is a waste of effort. To estimate the potential speed-up we could obtain if we knew how many samples we should actually take for each optimization setting we iterate through the space again, but at each point we remove samples randomly from the group of 35 samples we collected initially. We continue reducing the number of samples as long as our calculated MAE is below 0.1ms.

Figures 1b and 1c show the error of this adaptive approach across the space and the number of samples needed per configuration to maintain such a small error, respectively. These figures demonstrate that there is quite considerable stochastic noise in measurements across the space and, therefore, that the number of samples needed for a low MAE varies. If we take the naive, fixed sampling plan of 35, we need $35 \times 30 \times 30 = 31,500$ individual executions, whereas with ‘perfect knowledge’ we can incur an error of only 0.1ms at the cost of 15, 131 program runs – nearly half.

This example starts with ‘perfect’ information about each point in the decision space and it removes samples until the average runtime starts to deviate from that initially calculated. A real sequential analysis approach on the other hand needs to work the opposite way around: start from zero information about each point and add samples until the distance between their average runtime and the true mean is minimal. We cannot know this distance without actually taking a large number of samples.

\begin{figure}[h]
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\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure1.png}
\caption{Error and sample size for each point in the decision space when using a sample size of one or the optimal sample size. The decision is the unroll factor for two loops of the \texttt{mm} kernel of SPAPT. For most but not all points, a single sample is enough.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
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\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{Runtime versus unroll factor for a loop of \texttt{adi}, when using a sample size of one. A relationship between unroll factor and runtime is relatively clear despite the noise – i.e. stable around 2.1s until 10 where it climbs steadily and plateaus at 3.1s for high levels of loop unrolling.}
\end{figure}
number of samples, but we can approximate it by looking at what the rest of the space tells us.

Consider Figure 2, where we unroll the \( i \) loop in the ad1 \( i \) benchmark a random number of times and take a single sample each time. Despite the noise, we see that there is a pattern easily identifiable to the human eye: a plateau starting at 2.1s then climbs and levels off at 3.1s, around a loop unroll factor of 10. We postulate, and it can be shown that, points in areas where the pattern is clear and which fit well in that pattern are likely to be already close to their respective population means. The points where we need more samples are the rest.

Our active learning approach for iterative compilation already uses Machine Learning to discover patterns in the decision space during the training process. We can use that same knowledge to determine whether a set of runtime measurements for a point in the space fits the local pattern or not, that is whether it is likely to be affected by noise or not given what is known about its neighbours.

### 3. Active Learning with Sequential Analysis

Previous research [18, 31] has shown that machine learning can be used to generate compiler heuristics more accurately than human experts. However, current implementations use randomly collected examples for training and this is problematic since randomness often leads to redundancy. In contexts where obtaining data is cheap this is perfectly acceptable; but for us, since each example requires compilation and multiple runs to record average performance, a lot of effort can be wasted.

Active learning [39] is specifically aimed at reducing the occurrence of these unprofitable evaluations. Instead of blindly selecting training examples, in our case binaries compiled with certain optimizations, it generates an intermediate model based on the examples already evaluated. The algorithm considers a number of potential candidates (optimization settings) that it could learn from next and assigns each a score. This score represents the predicted extra information that the example will provide. It is usually a function of the uncertainty the model has with regards to the predicted value – runtime. The example with the highest score is ‘labelled’ – compiled and profiled – and the information used to update the intermediate model. This loop continues until some completion criterion has been reached.

Our work in this paper introduces a novel approach to active learning which is broadly applicable. The only assumptions we make are that neighbouring examples in the optimization design space do not significantly differ in result from one another the majority of the time, and that the signal-to-noise ratio of measurements are such that an approximately accurate model can be fit to the data, where this is in essence no different than techniques which attempt to avoid over-fitting. While traditional active learning is used to reduce only the number of training examples, we wish to reduce the number of samples needed per example. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose combining active learning and sequential analysis in this way. Previous research in this area has ignored sequential analysis. The reason for this is that many implementations of active learning are greedy [6, 47], so learning noisy data on purpose will lead to incorrect conclusions being drawn from the intermediate models. In particular, this will steer the search towards the wrong areas of the decision space, significantly reducing further the quality of the final model. In Section 3.3 we explain how we overcome this problem.

#### 3.1 Sequential Analysis

Traditionally in active learning the training set (the set of examples already seen) and the candidate set, a random subset of all examples that could be learnt from next, are kept disjoint. This makes sense because the information contained in the training set is assumed to be of good quality; each example will have been evaluated some fixed number of times to ameliorate the effect of noise, hence, there is little to be gained from revisiting those examples. However, as we have demonstrated, a fixed sample count is often overly conservative and wasteful, slowing down the training process substantially.

In order to modify active learning to incorporate sequential analysis we change the algorithm such that the initial sample size is set to one. In case of noisy data, we need to be able to revisit previously compiled programs so we keep them in the candidate set – see Figure 3. That is to say, at each iteration of the learning loop the algorithm will consider not only getting a new example but also whether it is more profitable to try an old one again, similar to the multi-armed bandit problem [29]. We are able to do this because the particular model we use provides a scoring function which quantifies the uncertainty the model has about a particular point in the space, given what it knows. As knowledge is gained, given the shape of the intermediate model, noisy examples or examples in complex areas of the decision space will begin to ‘stick out’, and will be more likely to be visited. In both cases, with each iteration of the training loop, we select the example where the highest amount of information can be extracted.

We outline our algorithm in more detail in Alg. 1. The algorithm begins by constructing a model \( M \) with \( n_{\text{init}} \) training examples which have been randomly chosen from all potential examples \( F \) as a seed. To generate this initial model we obtain some fixed number of observations \( n_{\text{obs}} \) for each training example to give the active learner a quick and accurate look at the search space. The learning loop then proceeds whilst the completion criterion has not been satisfied. In Alg. 1 this criterion is set to a fixed number of training instances but could have been based on, for example, wall-clock time or some estimate of error in the final model established through cross-validation [25]. At each iteration of the loop the candidate set \( C \) combines \( n_c \) random points which have never been observed before and those examples
which have been seen previously but less than $n_{obs}$ times. We choose the next training example $x$ based upon its predicted usefulness (see Section 3.3) and we measure its runtime $y$ one more time. We then update the model as well as the required data structures. It should be noted that this algorithm is easily parallelized by selecting multiple training examples per loop iteration instead of just one [4].
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**Figure 3.** An overview of our active learning approach. To seed an initial model, we give the learner some good quality data. We then choose a single training example from a set of candidate examples. We collect data for the chosen example and feed that back into the algorithm. The process repeats until we reach some completion criterion. Contrary to existing active learning approaches, we collect our (potentially noisy) training data one observation at a time. Visited training examples remain in the candidate set and can be revisited if getting more observations for them is more profitable than trying a new training example.

The most crucial part of the active learning loop is estimating its usefulness (see Section 3.3) and we measure its runtime $y$ one more time. We then update the model as well as the required data structures. It should be noted that this algorithm is easily parallelized by selecting multiple training examples per loop iteration instead of just one [4].

**3.2 Dynamic Trees**

In regression problems where we wish to estimate the uncertainty of a prediction the collective wisdom would be to use a Gaussian Process (GP) [46]. However, GP inference is slow with $O(n^3)$ efficiency for $n$ examples. This is problematic, particularly in active learning, since each time something new is learned a model needs to be constructed and evaluated. A more efficient model which we leverage in this work is the relatively new dynamic tree, which is based on the classical decision tree model [8] with modifications to include Bayesian inference [10, 11]. The advantages of the dynamic tree for our purposes are

- its ability to evolve over time as new data come in, without reconstructing the model from the ground up with each iteration;
- its estimation of uncertainty at any given point in the space, like a GP but without the overhead;
- its avoidance of over-fitting to the training data, which is vital since we are learning potentially noisy information.

Full details on the model can be obtained from the article by Taddy et al. [51]. The brief overview of how it works is as follows. The static model used within the dynamic tree framework is a traditional decision tree for regression applications. A set of rules recursively partitions the search space into a set of hyper-rectangles such that training examples with the same or similar output value are contained within the same leaf node. The dynamic tree changes over time, when new information is introduced, by a stochastic process thereby avoiding the need to prune at the end. At time $t$, a tree $T_t$ is derived from the training data $(x, y)^t$. When new data $(x_{t+1}, y_{t+1})$ arrives, an updated tree $T_{t+1}$ is created, identical to $T_t$ except that some mechanism has been randomly chosen from three possibilities — see Figure 4. The leaf node $\eta(x_{t+1})$ containing $x_{t+1}$ either (1) remains completely unchanged; (2) is pruned, so that the parent of $\eta(x_{t+1})$ becomes a leaf node; (3) is grown, such that $\eta(x_{t+1})$ becomes an internal node to two new children. The choice of transformation is influenced by $y_{t+1}$ in a posterior distribution. This posterior distribution depends upon the probability of $y_{t+1}$ given $x_{t+1}, T_t$, and $(x, y)^t$; hence, the dynamic tree is more resilient to noisy data than other techniques.

**3.3 Quantifying Usefulness**

The most crucial part of the active learning loop is estimating which training example from within the pool of potential candidates $C$ would be most profitable to learn from next. The dynaTree package for R [21] that we use offers two heuristics out-of-the-box, both well cited in the literature for regression problems. The first was presented by Mackay [34] and selects the candidate where the estimated variance of the output is maximized relative to the other candidates. The second heuristic by Cohn [13] selects the candidate it calculates will most reduce the predicted average variance across the space. To put this in a more accessible way, it selects the example it believes will enable the model to best fit what it is already seeing, in an attempt to reveal key information that it may be missing. Both are competitive with each other, and both solve...
We evaluate our approach by examining how efficiently we can construct models to solve a classical but complex algorithm. The combination of these parameters results in a massive search space where we will need to find a configuration that leads to a short program runtime. Our goal is to build a program-specific model that can predict the runtime from the given set of optimizations. This allows us to quickly search over a large number of configurations to find out the best performing one without compiling and profiling the program with every single option.

4.2 Platform and Benchmarks

**Platform** We evaluated our method on a server running OpenSuse v12.3 with an Intel Core i7-4770K 4-core CPU at 3.4GHz. The machine contains 16GB of RAM and the compiler used was gcc v4.7.2.

**Environment** We measured time using the C library function clock_gettime(). As in previous iterative compilation literature, our machine was restricted to a single user and did not have any processes running other than those enabled by default under a standard OS installation. We took no further steps to reduce experimental noise, such as pinning threads or using a non-standard memory allocator; we decided against this to avoid creating an artificial environment which could alter our findings, as discussed previously in Section 1.

**Benchmarks** We used 11 applications taken from the SPAPT suite [3], a collection of search problems (programs) for automatic performance tuning. These benchmarks are based on high-performance computing problems such as stencil codes and dense linear algebra. These particular 11 were chosen based on an initial prototyping of our algorithm using data kindly provided by the authors of [4], where only these 11 were contained within that initial dataset. These programs are sequential implementations, where dynamic memory is allocated it is through the standard malloc() library function; again, we decided against using a low noise allocator for reasons previously discussed.

Each problem of the SPAPT suite is defined by three primary variables – kernel, input size, and tunable configuration. The tunable parameters are further broken down into a number of integer and binary values, with the values giving optimizing code transformations to apply, as specified above. In our experiments binary flags and input size were not considered so that a fair comparison could be made with the related work [4]. The precise size of each search space is given in Table 1.

4.3 Evaluation Methodology

**Baseline Approach** Most machine learning in compilers works use simple constant sampling plans [36, 37, 49], where the number of observations in each sample is fixed ahead of time. Different sizes are chosen in the literature, for example, [19, 23] use 10, [24] uses 20, [42] uses 80, and the work against which we compare [4] uses 35. There is no statistical criterion that can determine how many observations will be sufficient for this purpose. However, post hoc validation can

### Algorithm 1

An active learning algorithm modified to reduce the number of samples, where $F$ contains all training examples that could be chosen, $n_{\text{init}}$ and $n_{\text{max}}$ specify the initial and total number of training examples to record, $n_c$ the number of candidates per iteration, and $n_{\text{obs}}$, the number of samples thought to be needed to reduce the effects of noise in the output/performance values.

```
1: procedure ACTIVELEARN($F, n_{\text{init}}, n_{\text{max}}, n_c, n_{\text{obs}}$)
2:     $X \leftarrow \text{sample}(F, n_{\text{init}})$
3:     $Y \leftarrow \text{getObservations}(X, n_{\text{obs}})$
4:     $M \leftarrow \text{dynamTree}(X, Y)$
5:     $D \leftarrow \emptyset$
6:     for $i = n_{\text{init}}, n_{\text{max}}$ do
7:         if $D[k] < n_{\text{obs}}$ then $C \leftarrow C \cup k$
8:             for all $k \in \text{keys}(D)$ do
9:                 if $D[k] < n_{\text{obs}}$ then
10:                   $v_{\text{min}} \leftarrow \text{MAX\_DOUBLE}$
11:           end if
12:           $x \leftarrow \emptyset$
13:           $v_{\text{min}} \leftarrow \text{predictAvgModelVariance}(M, c)$
14:           for all $c \in C$ do
15:               $v \leftarrow \text{predictAvgModelVariance}(M, x, 1)$
16:               if $v < v_{\text{min}}$ then
17:                   $v_{\text{min}} \leftarrow v$
18:                   $x \leftarrow c$
19:               end if
20:         end for
21:         $y \leftarrow \text{getObservations}(x, 1)$
22:         $M \leftarrow \text{updateModel}(M, x, y)$
23:         $X \leftarrow X \cup x$
24:         if $k \in \text{keys}(D)$ then
25:             $D[k] \leftarrow D[k] + 1$
26:         else
27:             $D[k] \leftarrow 1$
28:         end if
29:     end for
30: return $M$
31: end procedure
```
be performed, for example by calculating the ratio of the Confidence Interval (CI) to the mean and rejecting if that breaches some threshold. Typically, this validation is not presented in papers, if it is done at all. When it is done, standard values are to use the 95% confidence and a 1% CI/mean threshold. In this paper, we compare against a constant sampling plan of 35 observations, as that is what is used in our comparison work [4]. We note that even 35 observations is not always enough. Across our benchmarks we found that even though on the majority of examples there was often very little noise, many did not fall into this pattern. Fully 5% of examples broke the threshold. Even at a more generous 5% threshold, we found that with 35 observations, 0.5% failed. With fewer observations the problem is worse. At 5 observations, 3.3% fail that more generous threshold, and at 2 observations (the minimum to have any statistical certainty), 5% fail. This finding is corroborated by [32] which samples until the threshold is met, and discovers that for timing small code sequences it is sometimes necessary to take hundreds of observations. Since active learning is susceptible to bad data, these erroneous training examples can have a detrimental affect on the quality of the learned heuristic and its convergence.

Our technique, by avoiding a constant sampling plan, is able to achieve far better results. Indeed, it is even able to perform adequately with only one observation per example in low noise parts of the space, and will spend effort with multiple observations only on those parts of the space that require it.

Based on classical methodologies, we consider two techniques to be in competition with our own. For both, we get a fixed number of observations for each training example and the candidate set is kept disjoint from past training examples. The first technique uses the average of the runtimes recorded over 35 observations per single training example, as in [4]. The second technique records a single execution per example. In this way we can compare how our approach fairs in relation to both very low and relatively high accuracy per training point, in terms of estimating mean runtime.

In order to provide the best evaluation possible we compare our methodology to the active learning approach by Balaprakash et al. [4]; in particular, we use the same benchmark suite, model, parameters, and accuracy metric they do.

\[ RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (\hat{y}_i - y_i)^2}{n}} \]  

We measure the training time in each experiment as the cumulative compilation and runtimes of any executables used in training. The overhead of updating the Dynamic Trees is not measured as it is a small part of the overall training overhead and is near constant for all evaluated approaches.

### 4.4 Algorithm and Model Parameters

For each kernel the goal is to produce a model capable of estimating mean serial code runtime for any set of optimization settings. To this end, we used the following parameters in constructing our model and overall learning algorithm.

With respect to Alg. 1, we start by seeding the algorithm with just 5 random examples \(n_{\text{init}}\). For each of these we record 35 observations \(n_{\text{obs}}\) to calculate a mean runtime. For the Dynamic Tree model we employ the R dynaTree package. We use an entirely default configuration except the number of particles \(N\) is set to 5,000. In each iteration of the loop we consider 500 random and new candidate training instances \(n_c\).

The completion criterion for the experiments was set such that the maximum size of the training set \(n_{\text{max}}\) does not exceed 2,500. All experiments were repeated ten times with new random seeds. The results reported in Section 5 are all averaged over ten experimental runs.

### 4.5 Description of the Datasets

To collect the data for our experiments we profile each program with 10,000 distinct, randomly selected configurations. For each one, we record its mean runtime, determined by averaging 35 separate executions per example, and its compilation time. For each experiment, we randomly mark 7,500 of them as available for use in training, while we test the model on the remaining 2,500 examples.

The feature values of each data point, which is to say the values which make each example distinct from one another, were all normalized through scaling and centering to transform them into something similar to the Standard Normal Distribution: a common practice in machine learning work, where features are not all on comparative scales.

## 5. Experimental Results

In this Section we first show that our approach can greatly speed-up the learning process by reducing the cost of profiling by up to 26x, as compared to a baseline approach that uses 35 observations for each data point. We then provide a detailed analysis of our results for each program in turn.

### 5.1 Overall Analysis

To evaluate the overall efficiency of our proposed methodology versus the baseline active learning approach [4], we

**Evaluation Metrics** Our evaluation examines the efficiency of model construction and, more specifically, the evolution of the model error over training time for each one of the 11 benchmarks and the three different active learning approaches. We quantify the accuracy of the models produced by each approach using the Root Mean Squared Error of the predicted runtimes (1). For each data point in a test set of \(n\) instances the runtime predicted by the current model \(\hat{y}_t\) is compared to the observed mean runtime \(y_t\) as follows:
Table 1. Lowest common RMS error achieved by both approaches, profiling time needed to reach this error level, and speed-up for all 11 benchmarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>benchmark</th>
<th>search space</th>
<th>lowest common RMSE</th>
<th>cost of the baseline (sec)</th>
<th>cost of our approach (sec)</th>
<th>speed-up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>adi</td>
<td>$3.78 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>$2.62 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$9.08 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atax</td>
<td>$2.57 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>$3.33 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$2.39 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>13.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bigckernel</td>
<td>$5.83 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>$1.35 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$3.76 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>3.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correlation</td>
<td>$5.78 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>$57.46$</td>
<td>$8.13$</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dgemv3</td>
<td>$1.33 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>$1.75 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$7.44$</td>
<td>23.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gemver</td>
<td>$1.14 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>$2.99 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$1.15 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hessian</td>
<td>$1.95 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>$5.76 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$1.56 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jacobi</td>
<td>$1.95 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>$3.04 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$8.57 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lu</td>
<td>$5.83 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>$2.57 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$7.09 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>3.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mm</td>
<td>$3.18 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>$9.87 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$8.89 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mvt</td>
<td>$1.95 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>$2.59 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

geometric mean 3.97

Table 2. This table gives an indication of the spread of the variance and 95% confidence interval relative to the mean for all benchmarks tested; the latter is given for two sample sizes, 5 and 35 observations. The values shown illustrate that although noise can be low for many benchmarks, it is high for others.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>benchmark</th>
<th>min</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>max</th>
<th>35-sample 95% C.I. / mean</th>
<th>5-sample 95% C.I. / mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>adi</td>
<td>$8.44 \times 10^{-10}$</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>$1.9 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$4.10 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$2.25 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atax</td>
<td>$7.54 \times 10^{-10}$</td>
<td>$9.72 \times 10^{-10}$</td>
<td>$7 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$2.22 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$2.31 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bigckernel</td>
<td>$2.06 \times 10^{-10}$</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>$4.9 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$1.17 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>$1.52 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correlation</td>
<td>$2.27 \times 10^{-10}$</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>8.02</td>
<td>$2.13 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>$2.13 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dgemv3</td>
<td>$1.15 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>$3.4 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>$3.31 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>$2.25 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gemver</td>
<td>$1.19 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>5.91</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$1.18 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$4.81 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hessian</td>
<td>$2.35 \times 10^{-11}$</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>$1.99 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$3.89 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>$1.33 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jacobi</td>
<td>$2.54 \times 10^{-10}$</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$1.32 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>$1.29 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lu</td>
<td>$1.84 \times 10^{-10}$</td>
<td>8.43</td>
<td>$1.09 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$2.03 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>$6.89 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mm</td>
<td>$2.76 \times 10^{-10}$</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>$1.31 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$2.26 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>$7.44 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mvt</td>
<td>$9.97 \times 10^{-12}$</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>$7.87 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$6.29 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>$8.28 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Reduction of profiling overhead compared to a baseline approach measured the time needed for both techniques to first reach a common lowest average error.

In particular, Table 1 shows for each benchmark what this lowest common average error is and how many seconds it took to collect the profiling data needed to reach this level for the competing methods. Figure 5 presents graphically the acceleration achieved by our approach. In all but one benchmark our algorithm is faster at reaching the lowest average error. Specifically, our methodology is able to reduce the overhead for 10 benchmarks by up to 26x. The only benchmark in which our approach fails to reduce the overhead is adi. However, the difference in errors between the two techniques is comparable, within a few thousandths of a second on average. Summarizing, our approach outperforms the baseline by achieving on average a 4x reduction of the profiling overhead, which translates to saving weeks of compute time in practice for many compilation problems.

5.2 Detailed Analysis

In this Section we present our findings in more detail. Figures 6a–6f show the Root Mean Squared Error (1) against evaluation time (cumulative profiling and compilation cost in seconds) averaged over 10 runs for several representative results. To make a fair comparison each graph shows the range of time over which all three sampling plans are simultaneously active in processing up to 2,500 training instances. What follows is a qualitative summary of those results.

adi: Figure 6a gives error against time for the three different sampling techniques we evaluated for benchmark adi. It seems self-evident that there is some considerable noise in the underlying data since a single observation per training example plateaus in error fairly quickly and cannot achieve the same results as the other two methods. Although our
variable observation approach is also unable to keep up with a high fixed number of observations per example it does achieve comparably low error throughout.

**atax, bicgkernel:** The data of benchmark atax in Figure 6b is quite different to that in Figure 6a and appears to represent a case where the underlying noise in performance measurements is comparatively low. This is exemplified by the fact that one sample per unique instance is enough to do well, and indeed our technique appears to detect this; compare these plot-lines to the 35 observations approach and we see a good example of how much time can potentially be saved by our technique over this baseline. The bicgkernel experiments follow the same sort of pattern.

**correlation:** Figure 6c, showing the results of the benchmark correlation, is interesting since the error remains high regardless of sampling technique. Data from Table 2 points at a potential reason for this, that we outline below. As in Figure 6a, we see that there must be noise present since one observation does even worse. Our approach is not quite as good as using a large number of observations per data point but is competitive and within a few hundredths of a second in terms of average error by the end of the displayed time.

**dgemv3, gemver, hessian:** In Figure 6d our variable approach is much faster than the classical method and the simple but potentially noisy variant, similarly for the results of dgemv3 and hessian.

**jacobi, lu, mm, mvt:** The data for the jacobi benchmark (Figure 6e), which is also generally representative of lu, are interesting since they show our algorithm to be slightly too cautious but still much more efficient than a fixed sampling plan. The mm benchmark gives a graph akin to that of mvt, showing our approach as giving slight speed-ups over the classical methodology.

Table 2 details the distributions of the runtimes measured during our experiments, and in particular the spread of the variance and confidence intervals relative to the means. The level of noise across this set of benchmarks varies across applications. Moreover, the variance is not constant across all parts of the space for even a single benchmark in isolation; some parts of the space suffer from extreme noise. An adaptive algorithm, such as ours, is necessary to make the best of these conditions.

Correlation shows very high noise and achieves a 7x learning speed-up whereas gemver has lower noise but gave us the highest learning speed-up – 26x. We think this is because our experiments capped the number of executions at 35, but many points in correlation’s space need more data. This limits the maximum speed-up that can be attained. Gemver, in contrast to correlation has fewer points for which 35 observations are inadequate. For adi, where the speed-up runs counter to our expectations, we ran longer experiments but the outcome did not change. We believe that this is due to the shape of the noisy regions in the space. We will investigate these in future work.

6. Related Work

Our work lies at the intersection of optimization modeling and active learning. No existing work has used sequential analysis and active learning to reduce the overhead of iterative compilation.

**Analytic Modeling** Analytic models have been widely used to tackle complex optimization problems, such as auto-parallelization [7, 40], runtime estimation [12, 27, 58], and task mappings [28]. A particular problem with them, however, is that the model has to be re-tuned for each new targeted hardware [50].

**Predictive Modeling** Predictive modeling has been shown to be useful in the optimization of both sequential and parallel programs [14, 23, 52, 53]. Its great advantage is that it can adapt to changing platforms as it has no a priori assumptions about their behavior, but it is expensive to train. There are many studies showing it outperforms human based approaches [19, 24, 31, 54, 61]. Prior work for machine learning in iterative compilation [20] often uses random sampling or exhaustive search to collect training examples. The process of collecting these examples can be expensive, taking several months in practice. With active learning, our approach can significantly reduce the overhead of collecting these training data, accelerating the process of tuning optimization heuristics using machine learning.

**Active Learning for Systems Optimization** Active learning has recently emerged as a viable means for constructing heuristics for systems optimization. Zuluaga et al. [60] proposed an active learning algorithm to select parameters in a multi-objective problem; Balapragash et al. [4, 5] used active learning to find optimizations for both CPU and GPU scientific codes; and Ogilvie et al. [39] proposed its use to construct models to map programs in a CPU-GPU mixed platform. In all these works, however, each training example was profiled a fixed number of times in order to compute an average performance. Our work advances this prior work by dynamically adjusting the number of profiling runs as needed, which significantly reduces the training overhead.

**Program Runtime Variation** The work by Mazouz et al. [35] shows that parallel program execution time could vary to various extents on different platforms. Thus, the number of profiling runs needed for statistical soundness varies from one platform to the other. Leather et al. [32] proposed a statistical method to determine the number of times to profile a program but for the much simpler problem of determining the best performing binary version of a program during a random search of the optimization space. In their work, binaries whose confidence interval of the runtime does not overlap with that of the best performing binary are not revisited.
Figure 6. RMS error over time for six of our benchmarks for three different approaches: one observation, 35 observations, and variable observations per training point

7. Conclusions and Future Work

While we need good software optimization heuristics to fully exploit the performance potential of our hardware, it is becoming increasingly unrealistic to hand-tune them with expert knowledge for every hardware architecture they have to target. The result is that current compilers use out-of-date optimization strategies, ultimately leading to sub-optimal binaries. To alleviate this problem, previous research has proposed machine learning to automate the heuristic generation process. Existing implementations are unnecessarily slow. They select their training data randomly, much of which carry little useful information despite being time consuming to acquire. Active learning approaches have tackled this inefficiency, but their inflexible sampling plan still causes them to collect training data with little useful information.

In this paper, we present a unique approach, broadly applicable to heuristic generation. It combines sequential analysis, which reduces the observations per training example, together with active learning, which reduces training examples overall, to greatly accelerate learning. We demonstrate our approach by comparing it with a baseline 35-sample technique which creates software optimization models derived through active learning alone. Our approach achieves an average speed-up of 4x, and up to 26x, without significant penalties to the final heuristic quality.

We intend to test the bounds of our technique by artificially introducing noise into the system to see how robustly it performs in extreme cases. Success would allow our strategies to be used in heavily loaded multi-user environments. This would have been interesting in this paper, and is something of an omission that was pointed out to us in a review. As such we leave it to future work.
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